Letter

Without benefit of index

On 21 May 2002 I wrote as follows to Paternoster Press:

I recently purchased a copy of *J. C. Ryle, first Bishop of Liverpool* by Ian D. Farley from Wesley Owen, Liverpool.

The contents table concludes with the following:

Index 259

However, my copy ends at page 258.

Do I have an imperfect copy or did you decide not to include an index? If the former, may I return my copy for replacement or, alternatively, can you please send a copy of the index? If the latter, may I express my regret that you have chosen to spoil an important book by omitting such an important feature.

The publishers replied promptly on 24 May:

Thank you for your recent enquiry about the missing index...

Due to time and money constraints we were not able to supply the book with an index. This late change should have been reflected in the contents page, and we apologise if this mislead [sic] you in any way.

K. G. B. Bakewell, Liverpool

---

Hazel K. Bell is a freelance indexer and was editor of *The Indexer* from 1978 to 1995. Email: hkbell@dial.pipex.com

---

Anthology for the Millennium

Compiled by Doreen Blake, Valerie Elliston, Jill Halliday, Annette Surrey and Elizabeth Wallis

A collection of prose, poetry, humour and history on indexers and indexing. Gathered from many members of the Society of Indexers, it is a volume for enjoyment and reminiscence – with an occasional look to the future. At £5 per copy (£6 with postage, £8.50 airmail) it is realistically priced for everyone.

‘... a riveting pamphlet.’


‘... a most enjoyable read... It all leaves you wanting more.’

*Library Association Record*, Sept. 2000

Obtain your copy from:

Wendy Burrow, Society of Indexers, Blades
Enterprise Centre, John Street, Sheffield S2 4SU, UK

tel.: 0114 292 2350; fax: 0114 292 2351

date: admin@indexers.org.uk

website: indexers.org.uk

---

indexing specialists

Our team of experts have many years’ experience in undertaking and designing effective indexes.

- Books, journals, manuals
- Multi-volume works
- From 100,000 to 100 lines
- Unfamiliar subjects
- Design of style and layout
- Short deadlines met

Phone +44 (0) 1273 738299 Fax +44 (0) 1273 323309
email richard@indexing.co.uk website www.indexing.co.uk

INDEXING SPECIALISTS (UK) LTD
202 Church Road, Hove
East Sussex BN3 2DJ, UK

---

(17), and at the generally low standard of these. The revised conditions of the award were listed.

SI Council’s annual report recorded SI membership of 363, with 98 Registered Indexers (and only 76 requests for indexers received, those chiefly for specialists in scientific works). At the AGM there had been a suggestion ‘that a highly experienced member of the Society might consider setting up a small “stable” of suitable newcomers on a similar basis to that used by barristers in chambers. This could ... ensure that skilled indexers would be available in the future to replace the older ones when they retired.’

‘Extracts from reviews’ took eight pages. John Shaftesley’s review of *Indexing for editors* by R. F. Hunnisett (‘This extremely useful book ... highly instructive’) took three, in small print.

---
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